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What happened in Victoria is not new to the old guard
and elders. However I am fed up up, sick and tired of
returning back to basics. For the record, I cannot stand
Communists, left wing radicals, socialists, wannabe
politicians, so called power brokers. Disloyal and
undermining sycophantic and "yes" individuals that pay
lip service to Liberal values. I have been a critic all along
of disloyal wannabe political activists which I dislike with
a passion for their so called progressive hidden agendas.
I warned every one of the dangers posed and now that the election is over I will continue exposing them for who
they truly are. The Janus Brotherhood Liberal Network, covert network are responsible for undermining
everything we "TRUE LIBERALS" held sacred. I may have been called many negative names by political
acquaintances in order to character assassinate me and all have failed. The one thing they can never ever label
me is being disloyal to the Liberal party. I know that my comments are filled with poor grammar and spelling
errors and that my posts are often misrepresented, twisted and manipulated by those wannabe power brokers.
But in the end they are still amateurs.
Take for example a certain "colourful individual" who has threatened to conduct an investigation against me
because they questioned my blue (Liberal right wing conservative) blood. This gentleman (if he can be called
that) just finds it difficult to come to grips with that his blood is not as blue as mine beneath his skin of rainbow
colours. On his social media page, he uses his limp wrist to spin yarns and half truths about young Liberals and
the emerging new generation.
He threatens and attempts to intimidate others by using his ancestral background as a lever. His corroboree
style of dance is akin to the Maasai warriors who jump up and down on the spot. Given my own ancestral origins,
my immediate response is certainly Laconic: "MOLON LABE" - Meaning "Come and get them". (Weapons of
war). I know every Liberal party sycophant by name and their behaviours disgust me. They hide behind a veil of
respectability hoping that no one will monitor the nocturnal activities and insidious text messages to one another.
They will be exposed in due course as history has a way of demonstrating its displeasure.
On a much brighter note, I must that I am impressed by Greg Mirabella being a beacon of hope when he came
out and asked for everyone to calm down and stop the acrimonious attacks on individuals and groups postelection. Well done and I wish he had demonstrated such behaviour earlier than aligning himself with negative
elements. As for Simon Frost (past State Director) returning, I wish him well but he should not have returned as
the interim State Director. Neither should have Tony Nutt have become involved as there is far too much political
baggage. If we are to become united again, like we once were, the powerful "Old Guard" influencers within the
Liberal Party need to patch up their differences so that we as members can emulate them and practice the
values of the Liberal Party.
At the other end of the political spectrum, my message to those who wish to conduct political debates on their
social media profiles; may I suggest they do not become censors, judge, jury and allow robust debates to flow?
For those intent on raking up the coals of dissent and fuelling the fires of hatred, may I strongly suggest you put
your un-Australian activities to one side and reunite and heal the wounds of discord?
Only the Greens, Labor and the minor parties win at the expense of progressive and conservative Liberal party
elements. Our membership is dwindling as a result of the election loss and we need to address those matters
with some urgency. As for the financial situation, due to the efforts the past President Michael Kroger and the
then leader of the opposition, Matthew Guy ensured the Liberal Party is resplendent with funds. Let us not return
back to basics seeking to settle old scores. It is time we took a good look at ourselves and learnt to get on with
each other.

